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NSW Health eMeds

54.5 million medications across 122 NSW facilities have been 

administered / recorded in NSW using eMeds safer prescribing methods 
(as at 30 Jun 2019)

Safety benefits of eMeds:

An earlier report* analysing data from 28 initial eMeds sites concluded that 

safety and quality benefits were being demonstrated including: 

✓ Fewer prescribing, administration and dispensing errors 

✓ Fewer omission and commission errors at transfer of care

✓ Improved medication adherence and increased accessibility of information

✓ Efficiencies in clinical practice

*Electronic Medication Management business case (October 2010 – June 2018) – DFSI Gateway 6 Report
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Delivering
A new approach to the way 

electronic healthcare is 

delivered across rural areas 

on NSW.

Building Relationships
Establishing a personalised customer 

journey based on mutual respect and trust 

and building local capabilities and 

providing mentoring in areas of need.

Governance 
Governed by one body 

made up of 6 rural LHD 

Chief Executives.

Collaboration
The agreement of the six rural LHDs to act 

as one and collaborate to achieve rural 

strategic priorities, pooling resources.

Consolidated 

Funding
Investment of $48 million in 

addition to more than $40 

million over 4 years.

Our Patch
Rural LHDs provide clinical services to 

over 1.3 million people spanning an area 

of 650,000 square kilometres across over 

100 sites.

The Rural eHealth Model
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The only constant is change
Heraclitus, Greek Philosopher
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Rural Achievements so far 

At the click of a button, clinicians can view patient information across rural and 

remote NSW:

✓ 114 rural facilities using the Electronic Medical Record (eMR), including 73 

sites previously paper-based

✓ Community Health Outpatient Care (CHOC) used at 159 rural community 

health centres/services

✓ 69 rural facilities using eMeds (as of 31st July 2019) – climbing to 113+ 

facilities.

A big step towards a state-wide, comprehensive eMR
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RURALS eMeds Go Live - 2019

Group A1/A2/A3 Group B1/B2 Group C1/C2 Group D1a/D1b Group F1-F8
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The Rural Approach

114 facilities spanning all LHDs by the end of 2019 as a 

collaborative project.

✓ Leveraged State design (eMeds Reference Model)

✓ Single governance model + steering committee + clinical reference group 

✓ One project team

Change agents led organisational change/transformation/standardisation of 

eMeds.

Transforming Business… taking people on a journey
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The Rural Approach

eMeds sooner through greater standardisation:

✓ Removes unwarranted clinical variation and practice 

✓ Design content and future state workflows only modified as warranted.

Resources and knowledge shared across 6 LHDs to:

✓ Ensure consistent progress

✓ Build capability.

Transforming Business… taking people on a journey
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The Benefits
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Single Rural Medicines Formulary

✓CE directive to develop a single Rural Formulary to reduce unwarranted 

variation in medicines

✓20 Specialist Working Groups worked in collaboration to develop 

recommendations based on therapeutic class

✓Endorsement in progress to be obtained from Rural CRG

✓Investigating how the Rural Formulary will be published and changes applied 

to the build.

Due for completion end of 2019.

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts
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Three Takeaways for Success

Early, repeated, clinician involvement for great change 

management

Standardised for rapid implementation and maintenance

User designed training resources essential for best practice

The whole is greater than the sum of its parts
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Thank you


